IIC INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
INTERGOVERNMENTAL • INTERNSHIP • COOPERATIVE

MISSION STATEMENT
The IIC engages youth in building meaningful leadership and educational skills. These experiences provide opportunities to develop a working knowledge about natural and cultural resources and a variety of careers in public lands management while shaping the next generation of public land leaders and advocates.

VISION STATEMENT
The IIC is the premier national partnership model in youth leadership and educational development for public land stewardship.

2018 IIC DATA

WHAT WE DO

TRAINING COMPLETED
- CPR and First Aid
- Leave No Trace
- Leadership
- Wilderness First Aid
- Sexual Harassment
- Tools and Traits
- Risk Management

ACADEMIC INTERNSHIP CATEGORIES
- Accounting
- Visitor Services
- Biological Science
- Interpretation
- Botany
- Maintenance
- Cultural Resources
- Tribal Liaison
- Engineering
- Wildlife Technician

NUMBER OF INTERNSHIPS BY LOCATION
- 1
- 92
- 66
- 46

TOTAL HOURS FOR EACH AGENCY
- 14,317
- 29,095

ACADEMIC INTERNSHIP CATEGORIES

NUMBER OF INTERNSHIPS
- 204

NUMBER OF INTERNS
- 199

Tools and Traits

WAGE PERCENTAGES
- $8.00-$10.00
- $10.01-$12.00
- $12.01-$14.00
- $14.01-$16.00
- over $16.00